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DAQICONCEPT is excited to announce the launch of CHIRP, an unique alarm clock that blends superior light and 
sound technology with traditional craftsmanship. Form meets function as CHIRP is not only a practical object but also 
adds a beautiful aesthetic to your  interior. A welcome departure from the synthesized sounds from a mobile device or 
a regular alarm clock, DAQICONCEPT CHIRP awakens you with gentle light and the blissful sounds of nature. Wake 
up feeling refreshed, energized and ready to start each new day.  
 
Like a messenger of nature DAQICONCEPT CHIRP brings nature sound inside your intimate environment. By playing 
DAQICONCEPT CHIRP you feel like being in a scenic environment surrounded by trees, bird chirp, floating water or 
blossoming flowers. Help yourself to hold the balance and let your mind relax. 
 



One Touch sync via audio transmission : 
Download the DAQIchirp App available in the App store to customize your personal preferences. Your preferred 
sound and timing is synchronized via audio transmission. 
This technology is free from any wireless connection and issues no further signal. DAQICONCEPT CHIRP therefore 
facilitates a healthy sleep environment free from interference and has been designed to be placed safely beside your 
bed. 
 
It can also be a cuckoo clock, tells the time with cuckoo sounds every hour and half-hour 
More details and video please go: www.daqiconcept.com/chirp 

 
 

Features  
1. Bird singing alarm clock  
2. Wake-up light that steadily 

brightens 20 minutes before the alarm sounds 
3. Cuckoo clock - Tells the time with cuckoo sounds every hour and half-hour 
4. One Touch sync via audio transmission that allows easy set up and extend sounds contents   
5. Nature sounds player 

 

Pricing and Availability  
DAQICONCEPT CHIRP is available now at a suggested retail price of €199.   
2 colors are available, white/gold and black/silver 

 
 
 
For more information, contact info@daqiconcept.com 


